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1. INTRODUCTION

Ditidaht exhibits patterns of short vowel epenthesis and deletion that are unusu-
ally complex among the Southern Wakashan languages. Elaborating on existing
descriptions of these alternations (Swadesh and Swadesh 1933:201–202; Thomas
and Hess 1981:80–81), I show that the presence or absence of short vowels in
surface forms is determined not by their presence or absence in underlying forms,
but by how consonants and vowels are parsed into prosodic constituents: syl-
lables, feet, and prosodic words. To this end, I develop an analysis of Ditidaht
vowel alternations and prosody in the Optimality Theory framework (Prince and
Smolensky 1993).

In addition to the prosodic analysis, it proves necessary to account for phono-
tactic restrictions on voiced and glottalized consonants, in order to distinguish
their effects from those purely prosodic. An additional finding emerging from this
study is that all consonants whose articulation involves adducting the vocal folds
are subject to a formal condition that they be postvocalic, mirroring what Jacobsen
(1971) finds for Makah.

This article is organized as follows. In the rest of section 1, I introduce the
alternations of vowel presence and absence that are the subject of this study,
previewing the overall analysis. Section 2 is devoted to a discussion of general
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phonotactics, including the alternation that I call Final Absence. Section 3 is con-
cerned with the phonotactics of adducted consonants, whose pervasive effects
throughout the phonology include motivating Pre-adducted Presence.

Subsequent sections show how prosodic structures motivate vowel presence
and absence. In section 4, I show that the alternations Pre-VV Presence and
Medial Absence are based on foot construction. Similarly, section 5 connects
Augmentative Presence to a disyllabicity condition on prosodic words. Section 6
summarizes and concludes.

1.1. Preliminary analysis

Based on data from my Ditidaht fieldwork, I identify six patterns in which short
vowels alternate with zero, exemplified here (alternating vowels of interest are
underlined):1

(1) Ditidaht vowel-zero alternations:
Surface Underlying

a. Augmentative Presence hitqis /hit-qs/ ‘be in canoe’
Pre-adducted Presence wikibtuw /wik=bt=w/ ‘didn’t (QUOT)’
Pre-VV Presence hidiikiseePs /hid-iiks-PeePis/ ‘going to take along’
Pre-CC Presence Pukwaqiës /Pu-kwaqë=s/ ‘my name is’

b. Medial Absence ’ňiidqabs / ’ňiidaq-bis/ ‘smoke’
Final Absence pisatu ’k /pisat-uk=Pi/ ‘Run!’

Of the six alternations in (1), I discuss five in this article, excluding Pre-CC Pres-
ence.2 These patterns are interrelated to an extent that makes it difficult to talk
about one without referring to others. Therefore, I discuss first those processes
that have more general effects, and leave until later those whose analyses depend

1To my knowledge, only three of these alternations are attested in other Southern Wa-
kashan languages: Pre-adducted Presence in Makah (see section 3.3), Medial Absence in
Kyuquot, and Final Absence in Makah and Kyuquot (Jacobsen 1971; Rose 1981:24–26;
Davidson 2002:83–86).

The following abbreviations are used:
ART article PINV passive-inverse
CAUS causative Q interrogative
COND conditional QUOT quotative
IMP imperative RED reduplicant
IND indicative SUBJ subject
IRR irrealis SOFT imperative softener
L lengthen the first or /V;/ variable-length vowel (or long surface

second syllable vowel in Makah orthography)

2In Pre-CC Presence, a vowel is retained or epenthesized before the last consonant of a
stem-final cluster, in a stem containing no clitics that also occurs as an independent word,
when it is followed by a consonant-initial suffix or clitic:
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a great deal on what comes before. I devote the remainder of this section to some
preliminary discussion of the concepts of presence and absence, as an introduction
to the overall analysis.

One point I would like to make is that these patterns of short vowel pres-
ence and absence reveal a fundamental orientation in Ditidaht phonology toward
targets, as opposed to processes. The terms presence and absence (as opposed to
epenthesis and deletion) emphasize that vowel alternations converge on certain
consonant-vowel sequences without regard to whether surface vowels reflect un-
derlying vowels. In other words, some constraints force the presence of a vowel,
whether this involves retaining an underlying vowel or epenthesizing a new one.
Other constraints call for vowel absence, whether this requires deleting an under-
lying vowel, or failing to epenthesize.

Orientation to targets yields well to analysis in Optimality Theory (OT), un-
der which grammars compare and evaluate surface and underlying forms accord-
ing to various constraints, rather than stating rules that produce surface forms. In
OT, cases where surface forms differ from their underlying forms result from the
prioritization of markedness constraints, which restrict surface structure marked-
ness, over faithfulness constraints, which command faithfulness to underlying
forms.

The subordination of faithfulness can be an obstacle to analysis, in that it is
often difficult to determine whether surface vowels are underlying or epenthetic.
Still, we may cite at least the following diagnostics. Underlying vowels have un-
predictable quality, can fuse with adjacent segments (see section 2.2), and are
likely to be attested in cognates from related languages. Epenthetic vowels, by
contrast, have quality that is partially predictable from their environment, do not
fuse, and are less likely to be comparatively attested (Matthew Davidson, Thom
Hess, William Jacobsen, Terry Klokeid, p.c.).

Take for example the vowel of /-Patx. / ‘live at’. It must be underlying because,
though frequently lost by Medial Absence (see section 4.3), it can concomitantly
fuse with a preceding stem vowel, yielding whatever quality is expected from
regular fusion of /a/ with that vowel (see section 2.2):

(2) a. waayaaPtx. /waayaa-Patx. / ‘person from Whyac’
b. čaayideePtx. /čaayidii-Patx. / ‘person from China’
c. PiëooPtx. /Piëuu-Patx. / ‘person from Ilclo’

(i) ’cawaa ’bt ’cawaa ’bitšň / ’cawaa- ’bit-šiň/ ‘do once’
kafaQks kafaQkissib /kafaq-Pi;ks-sib/ ‘need to drink coffee’
’keyick ’keyicakquy / ’keyic-ak=quy/ ‘purple (COND.3SG)’
qaëaatk qaëaatakkws /qaëaatk=kw=s/ ‘He’s my younger brother.’

Although the pattern of Pre-CC Presence appears to be related to syllable structure, the
issues raised by this alternation are too complex to deal with in this article.
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In addition, this vowel is attested in cognates from neighbouring dialects. Com-
pare Ditidaht ’̌cišaaPtx. (sic), Makah ’ciša;Patx̌ , and Tseshaht ’cišaaPath. ‘(person
from) Tseshaht’.

By contrast, the suffix /- ’yak/ ‘tool for’ is often preceded by a vowel that is
epenthetic (see section 3.2). After vowel-final stems, no vowel is epenthesized
(3a), but after consonant-final stems we find vowels varying between /i/ (3b) and
/e/ (3c):

(3) a. babu ’yk /babu- ’yak/ ‘work’
baqa ’yk /baqa- ’yak/ ‘for what’

b. čiti ’yk /čit- ’yak/ ‘saw’ (tool)
qici ’yk /qic- ’yak/ ‘pen, pencil’

c. ’take ’yk /’tak- ’yak/ ‘claw’
Pawiiqe ’yk /Pawi;q- ’yak/ ‘toy, game’
dače ’yk /dač- ’yak/ ‘mirror’
kace ’yk /kac- ’yak/ ‘measure stick’

One reason for thinking that these vowels are epenthetic is that the forms with
epenthetic /i/ appear to get this vowel because their stems contain an /i/ vowel
followed by a coronal consonant. Further evidence is that the stem-final /a/ of
baqa ’yk does not become [e], as we would expect if it were fusing with a following
underlying /i/.

Many other cases are less clear. For the present, I depend on an etymological
criterion, generally assuming that vowels that alternate with zero are underlying if
they reflect vowels in cognates from Makah and Tseshaht. It may therefore prove
necessary to revise some of the underlying forms posited here in future work.

As this suggests, this article includes examples from Ditidaht, Makah, and
the Tseshaht dialect of Nuu-chah-nulth. These are taken from Sapir and Swadesh
(1939), Powell (1991), Davidson (2002), an unpublished but extensive Ditidaht
wordlist prepared by Thom Hess, and my own fieldwork on Makah (2002) and
Ditidaht (2002–present).

Also in the interest of simplifying the present study, I say as little as pos-
sible about some alternations that interact with, but are not crucial to, patterns
of vowel presence and absence. These include vowel spreading and metathesis
across the non-oral stops /P Q/ (e.g., Payiiq ∼ PayeeQa ‘there are many’; x. ax. adaPë

∼ x. ax. adPaës ‘I’m very’), variable-length vowels (see section 5), and some subtle
effects of adducted consonants on word shapes (see note 15).

2. GENERAL PHONOTACTICS

This section analyzes some general aspects of Ditidaht phonotactics, laying the
groundwork for a fuller account of vowel alternations and prosody in later sec-
tions. I show that syllable onsets are simple and obligatory, and that final short
vowels are generally banned, in a pattern that I call Final Absence. In addition,
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the analysis begun here formalizes a main theme of the article: that faithfulness
to short vowels is subordinated to phonotactic considerations, which freely force
short vowel epenthesis, deletion, metathesis, and fusion.

2.1. Consonants and vowels

Let us begin by looking at consonants, vowels, and the sequences in which they
occur. Ditidaht makes use of the following consonant inventory:3

(4) Ditidaht consonant inventory:

plain obstruents
fricatives ë s š x xw x. x.

w h
plain stops p t ň c č k kw q qw

adducted consonants
voiceless glottalized stops ’p ’t ’ň ’c ’̌c ’k ’kw ’q ’qw Q P

plain voiced stops b d
voiced glottalized stops ’b ’d

plain sonorants m n l y w
glottalized sonorants ’m ’n ’l ’y ’w

Just as Jacobsen (1971) finds for Makah, it proves necessary when general-
izing over Ditidaht phonotactics to distinguish two general categories among the
consonants: plain obstruents and adducted consonants. The adducted consonants
(Jacobsen’s “glottalic consonants”) involve adducting the vocal folds, whether to
create glottalization or voicing, and are more restricted in their distribution than
the plain obstruents.

Glottalization is realized differently on voiced and voiceless consonants. Voice-
less glottalized consonants have an ejective release, while glottalized sonorants
and voiced stops are consistently preglottalized, even when word-final. This dif-
ference becomes relevant in the discussion of adducted consonant phonotactics
(see section 3.3).

3The following non-IPA consonant symbols are used in this article:

(i) ë [ì] š [ S] x. , x̌ [X] Q [Ü] or [Q]

c [>ts] č [
>
tS ] y [ j] ň [

>
tì] or [

>
cì]

The non-continuant portion of the affricate /ň/ sounds sometimes more apical, and some-
times more palatal. The sound /Q/ is almost or completely non-continuant when prevocalic,
but is approximant when non-prevocalic, and involves some epiglottal or pharyngeal ges-
ture, giving it a sound similar to English r . Though it is phonetically voiced, phonotactically
it patterns with the voiceless glottalized stops (see section 3.1).

Transcriptions in this article follow the orthographies used by Ditidaht Community
School (Nitinat, BC) for Ditidaht, by Ha-Ho-Payuk School (Port Alberni, BC) for Tse-
shaht, and by the Makah Language Program (Neah Bay, WA) for Makah. The Makah
orthography differs from the others only in its use of the symbol /x̌/ for the uvular fricative,
and the symbols /a; e; i; o; u;/ for the long vowels.
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Ditidaht distingushes ten vowels:4

(5) Ditidaht vowel inventory:

short vowels i e a o u

long vowels ii ee aa oo uu

The data in (6) illustrate the general phonotactics of Ditidaht consonant-
vowel sequences, including medial (6a) and final (6b) clusters of interest, and mo-
tivating several relevant generalizations. As in most Wakashan languages, words
begin with exactly one consonant, and there is no hiatus: vowels are not adjacent
to other vowels. As in Makah and Kyuquot, words typically end in consonants
or long vowels: final short vowels are banned (with some principled exceptions;
see section 2.4). Last, although clusters of up to four consonants occur both me-
dially and finally, these follow the generalization that all adducted consonants are
adjacent to some vowel.

(6) Some consonant-vowel sequences:

a. baqňaqë ‘be babysat’ Qiditx. tid ‘Snot Boy’
dačsawii ‘look through’ dabkšPibë ‘tired (female SUBJ)’
picksiP ‘grave’ Paptšňid ‘we hid’
Paëckwii ‘vomit’ (noun) ’ňutx.kčay ‘rotten log’

b. babu ’yk ‘work’ luulučx. q ‘flower’
dix. apx. ‘grapes’ diitiidPaaPaqsp ‘Ditidaht woman’
bePiňqc ‘boy’ lawiškšň ‘do quickly’
ciyaapxws ‘hat’ ’tapatsqwň ‘think (female SUBJ)’

The rest of section 2 addresses the phonotactic restrictions on onsets, hiatus, and
final short vowels. I leave an account of adducted consonant phonotactics to sec-
tion 3.

2.2. Syllable onsets

All words begin with exactly one consonant; the simplest analysis of this is that
onsets are obligatory and simple: every syllable has an onset, and every onset con-
sists of exactly one consonant (Sapir and Swadesh 1939:13; Stonham 1990:124,
1994:76, 1999:47; Davidson 2002:350, note 7). This also explains why there is no
hiatus: if every vowel is a syllable nucleus, and every syllable has an onset, then

4The Ditidaht vowels are pronounced as follows:

(i) i [I] ∼ [i] e [E] ∼ [æ] a [2] ∼ [A] o [o] u [U] ∼ [u]

ii [i:] ee [æ:] aa [A:] oo [o:] ∼ [O:] uu [u:]

As in Makah, the short and long vowels contrast primarily in duration (rather than qual-
ity). The short vowels tend to be pronounced lax (close to the centre of the vowel space),
but are tenser (more peripheral) preceding glides /y w/, voiced glottalized consonants / ’b ’d
’m ’n ’l ’y ’w/, and the non-oral stops /P Q/.
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any two vowels will be separated by at least one consonant. Although it is not ob-
vious that non-initial syllables also have simple onsets, I will assume henceforth
that all syllables obey the same restrictions on onsets.

In OT analyses of syllable structure, the cross-linguistic preference for sylla-
bles to have onsets is expressed by the constraint ONSET:

(7) ONSET: Syllables have onsets. (Prince and Smolensky 1993:17)

ONSET belongs to the class of markedness constraints, which express preferences
for certain structures in surface forms. These often conflict with faithfulness con-
straints, which prefer that surface forms resemble underlying forms. Three general
faithfulness constraints that will be of concern in this study are the constraint
that ensures that an input segment has at least one corresponding output segment
(MAX), the constraint that ensures that an output segment depends on at least one
corresponding input segment (DEP), and the constraint that ensures that an out-
put segment corresponds to only one input segment (UNIFORMITY). The effects
of these constraints are such that MAX, DEP, and UNIFORMITY forbid deletion,
epenthesis, and fusion, respectively. I make use of versions of MAX and DEP that
specifically forbid deletion and epenthesis of vowels:

(8) a. MAX/V: A vowel in the input has a correspondent in the output.

b. DEP/V: A vowel in the output has a correspondent in the input.

c. UNIFORMITY: An output segment has only one input correspondent.

These constraints are defined over correspondences between input and output
structures, according to the Correspondence Theory of faithfulness (McCarthy
and Prince 1995).

The principles expressed by the constraints ONSET, MAX/V, and UNIFOR-
MITY interact in processes of vowel fusion, by which adjacent /a i/ fuse to become
[e], and /a u/ fuse to become [o], in order to prevent hiatus:5

(9) Vowel fusion:

/hiyuu=Paň/ hiyooPň ‘finished now’
/huPa-ca-čiň/ hoPcačň ‘go back’
/ ’pi ’piP=Pak=iik/ ’pi ’pPeePkiik ‘your ears’
/RED-saantii-aatx. / saasaanteetx. ‘Saturday’

The fact that these surface vowels differ from the underlying vowels that con-
tribute to them shows that this is fusion, rather than deletion. The significance of
fusion for our analysis is that it shows that the directives of the markedness con-
straint ONSET (which requires that a syllable have an onset) and the faithfulness

5The metathesized, fused, and deleted vowels of ’pi ’pPeePkiik , hoPcačň, and hiyooPň

are lost by regular processes associated with Hardening (section 2.4) and Medial Absence
(section 4.3). As these examples illustrate, most cases of vowel fusion in Ditidaht involve
vowel metathesis across the non-oral stops /P Q/.
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constraint MAX/V (which requires that a vowel in the input have a correspond-
ing vowel in the output) are fulfilled at the expense of the faithfulness contstraint
UNIFORMITY (which requires that an output segment have only one correspond-
ing input segment).

In the OT framework, conflicts between constraints are resolved by constraint
ranking: the relative ranking of two constraints in the grammar of a particular
language determines which is satisfied and which is violated in cases where they
conflict. The fact that Ditidaht resorts to vowel fusion in order to prevent hiatus,
as seen above, shows that ONSET and MAX/V outrank UNIFORMITY. The fused
output (10a), which violates UNIFORMITY, is preferred to candidates involving
deletion (10b) or hiatus (10c).

(10)
/RED-saantii-aatx. / ‘Saturday’ ONSET MAX/V UNIFORMITY

+ a. .saa.saan.teetx. . *

b. .saa.saan.taatx. . *!

c. .saa.saan.tii.aatx. . *!

In fact, ONSET is never violated in Ditidaht. However, the nature of codas
is more elusive. It is not obvious whether all consonants not parsed as onsets are
parsed as codas, or whether large medial and final consonant clusters are appended
to higher prosodic constituents, such as feet and words. I leave this question open
for future work, and assume in this article that all consonants not parsed as onsets
are parsed into potentially complex codas (e.g., .Paptš.ňid. ‘we hid’, .ci.yaapxws.
‘hat’).6

On the subject of faithfulness, we must consider faithfulness not only to short
vowels, but also to consonants and long vowels. Consonants and long vowels are
never deleted or epenthesized, despite the fact that such deletion and epenthesis
might improve some surface forms. For example, another strategy to avoid hiatus
in /RED-saantii-aatx. / (10) would be to epenthesize a consonant between the two
offending vowels. The preference for fusion over consonant epenthesis shows that
the faithfulness contstraint UNIFORMITY is outranked not only by the markedness
constraint ONSET, but also by some constraint against consonant epenthesis.

I assume that constraints against epenthesis and deletion of consonants and
long vowels, and against non-morphological vowel lengthening and shortening,
are not crucially dominated in Ditidaht; that is, they are not outranked by any
constraints that conflict with them, and therefore are never violated. Unfortu-
nately, space limits further discussion concerning the definitions and rankings

6I know of no reason to think that consonants are ever syllabic in Ditidaht, as has been
suggested for Bella Coola (Salish; Hoard 1978:68–71, cf. Bagemihl 1991) and Oowekyala
(Northern Wakashan; Howe 2000:9–17). Ditidaht has no vowelless words, consonants
never bear stress, nor even contribute to syllable weight (section 4.1), and consonants al-
ways reduplicate along with some adjacent vowel, never alone.
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of these constraints. Therefore, I will continue to propose rankings involving
the constraints on faithfulness to short vowels (MAX/V and DEP/V), but leave
consideration of faithfulness to consonants and long vowels at this (regarding dif-
ferentiation of MAX/C and MAX/V, see McCarthy and Prince 1995).

2.3. Final Absence

Recall the third phonotactic generalization from section 2.1, that short vowels are
(generally) banned at the ends of words. In fact, although non-alternating forms
support this observation, few alternating forms show the existence of underlying
short vowels that surface in some forms, but are lost in others (in contrast to
Makah; see Jacobsen 1971:14–18; Davidson 2002:85–86).

Two alternations that do give evidence for underlying final short vowels,
however, involve imperatives and variable-length vowels. The short vowel of the
imperative clitic /=Pi/ surfaces after fricative-final stems, where it is protected by
metathesis of the clitic’s glottal stop (11a). But after stems ending in plain obstru-
ents, this vowel is deleted under the general pattern of Final Absence (11b).

(11) Final Absence in imperatives:7

a. kwiiyëiP /kwiiyaë=Pi/ ‘Be quiet!’
ňaňaadx. iP /ňaňaadx. =Pi/ ‘Keep still!’

b. ’ňiči ’ň / ’ňi-čiň=Pi/ ‘Shoot (gun)!’
pisatu ’k /pisat-uk=Pi/ ‘Run!’

Another alternation illustrating Final Absence is Variable-length Vowel Short-
ening. Variable-length vowels are pronounced long in a first or second syllable
(12a), but are shortened in third and later syllables (see section 5). When this
shortening would otherwise yield a final short vowel, it is deleted by Final Ab-
sence (12b).

(12) Final Absence of variable-length vowels:

a. ’ňiickwii / ’ňii-ckwi;/ ‘footprints (of a human)’
yacckwii /yac-ckwi;/ ‘footprints (of an animal)’

b. Qiditckw /Qidit-ckwi;/ ‘remains of snot’
’̌capacckw / ’̌ca-pac-ckwi;/ ‘remains of a canoe’

I surmise that Final Absence satisfies the markedness constraint FINAL-C:

(13) FINAL-C: Prosodic words end in consonants. (McCarthy 1993:176)

By prosodic word, I mean a phonological constituent that, in Ditidaht, is left-
aligned with a root or a reduplicative prefix, is right-aligned with the last suffix
or enclitic, begins with exactly one consonant, and is the domain of word stress
(see section 4.1) and variable-length vowel length determination (see section 5).
Although it generally corresponds to the orthographic word, some orthographic

7The imperative clitic also happens to be a hardening ending; see section 2.4.
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words aren’t prounced as prosodic words, including deictic elements like tii ‘this’,
yaa ‘that’, x. aP ‘that (far away)’, and reduced yuwaPň ‘then’.

Since FINAL-C is satisfied in Ditidaht by deleting word-final short vowels,
in violation of MAX/V, I conclude that FINAL-C outranks MAX/V:

(14) FINAL-C is satisfied by short vowel deletion:

/ ’ňi-čiň=Pi/ ‘Shoot (gun)!’ FINAL-C MAX/V

+ a. ’ňiči ’ň *

b. ’ňiči ’ňi *!

To summarize the analysis so far, ONSET motivates vowel fusion, while
FINAL-C motivates Final Absence. We will see as the analysis develops that these
are just two cases among many where the low rankings of MAX/V, DEP/V, and
UNIFORMITY make short vowel deletion, epenthesis, and fusion generally avail-
able as strategies for improving surface markedness.

2.4. Strong short vowels and Hardening

Before closing this discussion of Ditidaht phonotactics, I address two other phe-
nomena that are not a focus of this article, but whose effects must be understood in
order to consider the vowel-zero alternations that are the focus. These are strong
short vowels and the Hardening mutation.

While most underlying short vowels freely undergo deletion, as well as meta-
thesis with the non-oral stops /P Q/, a few morphemes contain strong short vowels
that are never deleted or metathesized (Swadesh and Swadesh 1933:201). Such
vowels share no other apparent property, except perhaps that they are usually /a/,
and are more frequent in enclitics than in roots or suffixes. While this article does
not involve an analysis of these morphemes, at least one case warrants mention,
as it occurs frequently in my examples. This is the vowel of the indicative clitic
/=Pa/:8

(15) Some morphemes containing strong short vowels:

Morpheme Example

a. čačabax. ‘correct, okay’ čačabax. ‘correct, okay’
b. /-Paqsip/ ‘woman (from)’ babëa ’dPaqsp ‘white woman’
c. /=(q)ik/ ‘Q.2SG’ baQiiksik ‘What are you eating?’
d. /=Pa/ ‘IND.3SG’ daPaaPa ‘3SG hears, understands’
e. /=ka/ ‘SOFT’ wi ’kika ‘Don’t!’

8To my knowledge, the free pronouns si ’ya ‘1SG’, su ’wa ‘2SG’, the clitics /=Pa/
‘IND.3SG’, /=ka/ ‘SOFT’, and the interjections šu ‘okay, goodbye, next’ and ku ‘here you
go’ are the only morphemes in Ditidaht that resist Final Absence. Morphemes that resist
Medial Absence are less rare, but occur, I estimate, in fewer than ten percent of Ditidaht
morphemes.
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We must therefore include strong short vowels with consonants and long vowels
in the class of undeletable segments. In this study, I assume that strong short
vowels differ underlyingly in some way from normal vowels, and are protected by
constraints specific to them. As with the problem of distinguishing underlying and
epenthetic vowels (section 1.2), progress on the problem of strong short vowels
must await a fuller analysis of regular vowel alternations.

Another phenomenon that bears on many examples in this article is Harden-
ing. As across the Wakashan languages, one finds suffixes and clitics in Ditidaht
that mutate preceding consonants, most commonly by glottalization, or “Hard-
ening” (Swadesh and Swadesh 1933:199–200; Thomas and Hess 1981:18–19;
Jacobsen 1996; Kim 2001:180–183). These are some common Ditidaht harden-
ing suffixes (16a) and clitics (16b):9

(16) a. Hardening suffixes:
-PeePis ‘going to’
-Patx. ‘live at’
-Pi;ks ‘consume’

b. Hardening clitics:
=Pa ‘IND.3SG’ =Paň ‘now’
=Paq ‘ART’ =Pap ‘CAUS’
=Pi ‘IMP’ =Pit ‘PINV’

The effects of Hardening depend on the nature of the preceding sound, as
summarized in (17) (some peculiarities of Hardening are ignored here).

(17) The Hardening mutation:
Stem Plus ending Underlying

a. ’ňiičiň ’ňiiči ’ňň ’ňii-čiň=Paň ‘then walked’
Quusap- Quusa ’ptx. /Quusap-Patx. / ‘foreigner, people to east’
duub duu ’biiks /duub-Pi;ks/ ‘eat everything’
kiikiiw kiikii ’wa /kiikiiw=Pa/ ‘3SG is fast’

b. bucibux.
wq bucibux.

w ’qaq /bucbux.
wq=Paq/ ‘bear (ART)’

Piniiq PineeQa /Pin-iiq=Pa/ ‘there are few’

c. yubuë yubëaPň /yu-buë=Paň/ ‘can’t now’
saPaas saPaasaq /sa-Paas=Paq/ ‘crawling one (ART)’

d. diitiidaP diitiidPaaPtx. /diiti;da-P-Patx. / ‘Ditidaht (person)’
qaliP qalPeePa /qaliP=Pa/ ‘it is an eye’

e. tii tiiPiiks /tii-Pi;ks/ ‘drink tea’
qaka ’c qaka ’cPa /qaka ’c=Pa/ ‘there are three’
babëa ’d babëa ’dPaq /babëa ’d=Paq/ ‘white person (ART)’
tayee ’y tayee ’yPa /tayee ’y=Pa/ ‘he is an older brother’

9Although there are reasons in other dialects to suppose that Hardening is caused by
a segment or feature distinct from /P/ (Jacobsen 1996; Davidson 2002:56–57), in Ditidaht
the simplest analysis appears to be that it results from an underlying /P/. I therefore assume
/P/-initial underlying forms for these endings.
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These examples show that Hardening glottalizes underlyingly non-glottalized stops
and sonorants (17a), except for /q/, which glottalizes after consonants, but be-
comes /Q/ after vowels (17b). After fricatives, /P/ metathesizes with normal short
vowels, but vanishes before strong short vowels (17c). After /P/-final stems, both
stem and ending undergo vowel-/P/ metathesis, yielding a long vowel flanked by
two /P/s (17d). Lastly, after vowels and glottalized oral consonants, hardening is
realized as [P] (17e).

This concludes the discussion of general phonotactics. The next section gives
an overview of adducted consonant phonotactics, and their effects on vowel alter-
nations.

3. ADDUCTED CONSONANT PHONOTACTICS

Adducted consonants — consonants whose laryngeal articulation involves adduct-
ing the glottis, whether for voicing or for glottalization — are subject to phono-
tactic constraints on their co-occurrence with vowels. The relevance of these
constraints for the present study is that they motivate the vowel alternation that I
call Pre-adducted Presence.

3.1. Adducted consonant sequencing restrictions

Ditidaht consonant phonotactics are determined by consonants’ laryngeal artic-
ulations (plain, voiced, glottalized), rather than by supralaryngeal manner (stop,
fricative, sonorant) or place (labial, coronal, dorsal). While plain obstruents freely
form clusters in any order, clusters containing adducted consonants are highly
restricted. We may distinguish three groups within the adducted consonants, dif-
fering by the severity of the requirements on their co-occurrence with vowels:
voiceless glottalized / ’p ’t ’ň ’c ’̌c ’k ’kw ’q ’qw Q P/, plain voiced /b d m n l y w/, and
voiced glottalized / ’b ’d ’m ’n ’l ’y ’w/.

To gain an understanding of Ditidaht consonant sequencing restrictions, it is
easiest to begin with the relatively unrestricted plain obstruents. These include
the plain stops /p t ň c č k kw q qw/ and the fricatives /ë s š x xw x. x.

w h/, and are
found in four significantly different phonotactic environments: initial, postvocalic,
postconsonantal, and non-vowel-adjacent. I exemplify these in (18) with the plain
obstruent /t/.

(18) Possible phonotactic environments for plain obstruents:
vowel-adjacent environments

a. initial taalaa ‘money’

b. postvocalic
intervocalic čiti ’yk ‘saw’ (tool)
postvocalic and preconsonantal qaëaatk ‘younger brother’
final postvocalic qaatqaat ‘head’

c. postconsonantal (and prevocalic) Paptaa ‘hiding’
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d. non-vowel-adjacent environments
interconsonantal hitaktqaa ‘underneath’
final postconsonantal qaqapt ‘alder tree’

Henceforth, I will refer only to the four significantly different environments.
Adducted consonants must always be next to a vowel; in the terminology of

(18), they are never non-vowel-adjacent. Of the three remaining environments, all
adducted consonants can be postvocalic, and all but the voiced glottalized con-
sonants are found initially, but only the voiceless glottalized consonants can be
postconsonantal.

Table 1 summarizes these generalizations. Columns list phonotactic environ-
ments from the least marked to the most marked, and rows list the four conso-
nant classes distinguished by their laryngeal features, also from the least to the
most marked, as follows: plain obstruents (T), voiceless glottalized (T’), plain
voiced (R), and voiced glottalized consonants (R’). Cells give an example of each
combination of environment and consonant type (for glosses, see preceding and
following data sets in this section).10

Table 1: Possible phonotactic environments for Ditidaht consonants

Post > initial > post > non-vowel-
vocalic consonantal adjacent

Plain obstruents (T) qaëaatk taalaa Paptaa qaqapt

Voiceless glottalized (T’) waQi’tks ’tabaa Qaqp’ta *

Plain voiced (R) balaa ’cadt disi ’baPk * *

Voiced glottalized (R’) hitaa ’dsň * * *

It is worth emphasizing here that, in Ditidaht, the voiced stops have the same
distribution as the other voiced sounds (i.e., the sonorants), rather than that of
the other stops. This is what I mean by generalizing that Ditidaht consonant
phonotactics depend on consonants’ laryngeal — rather than supralaryngeal — ar-
ticulations.

The following data sets exemplify these generalizations. As depicted in Ta-
ble 1, we find that the voiceless glottalized, plain voiced, and voiced glottalized
consonants occur in gradually more restricted contexts as we look at them in turn.

The least restricted of these, the voiceless glottalized consonants, are almost
as free as plain obstruents, but must be vowel-adjacent. They are found postvo-
calically (19a), initially (19b), and postconsonantally (19c).

10Some borrowed words exceptionally contain postconsonantal voiced consonants, such
as sapliil ‘bread’ and muusmus ‘cow’ from Chinook Jargon (Sapir and Swadesh 1939),
and liplaaš ‘board’ from French by way of Chinook Jargon. The word wadax. ’c ‘cougar’
exceptionally contains a non-vowel-adjacent voiceless glottalized consonant; I do not know
the source of this word.
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(19) a. Postvocalic voiceless glottalized consonants:
ha’taad ‘bathe’ čaaba’t ‘chief’
waQi’tks ‘eat kelp’ waaxaa ’cë ‘bee’
kaapiPs ‘barbecue’ huhu ’paP ‘fly’ (insect)
čičči ’̌cp ‘toothache’ ’̌ca ’qtqa ’pë ‘smell like crow’

b. Initial voiceless glottalized consonants:
’tabaa ‘break song’ ’ňisQaPk ‘light, day, world’
’pi ’piP ‘ears’ ’kiëaduus ‘fur seal’

c. Postconsonantal voiceless glottalized consonants:
’kaaš ’̌cuP ‘harbour seal’ čič ’kawaPs ‘chum salmon’
Qaqp’ta ‘it is grass’ xaadaP ’kiš ’̌caq ‘little girl (ART)’

Although voiceless glottalized consonants can be postconsonantal, as in (19c),
such cases are almost all derived by the Hardening mutation plus Medial Absence
(sections 2.4 and 4.3). That is, such sequences are rare in underlying forms.

Plain voiced consonants are only postvocalic (20a) or initial (20b).

(20) a. Postvocalic plain voiced consonants:
hiidubë ‘be born’ balaa ’cadt ‘Malachan’ (place)
Pamaš ‘breastfeed, milk’ tiintin ‘bell’
hulaaPatiië ‘have a snack’ ’tuPilq, ’tuPulq ‘strawberry’
qaway ‘salmonberry’ qaPawc ‘burden basket’

b. Initial plain voiced consonants:

buulaa ‘motor’ disi ’baPk ‘land’
baatabaPs ‘houses’ lakšiň ‘lick’
mituulii ‘Victoria’ (place) naanii ‘grizzly bear’
wasad ‘not want’ yaayaawaax. ‘sore all over’

Finally, the voiced glottalized consonants are found only after vowels:

(21) duu ’bay ‘always’ babëa ’d ‘white person’
naa ’nsaP ‘robin’ hitaa ’dsň ‘walk on beach’
si ’ya ‘I, me’ du ’waqs ‘father’
tayee ’y ‘older brother’ PuuPa ’wt ‘have as relative’
babu ’yk ‘work’ ňaa ’wPiy ‘get closer’

While the vowel-adjacency requirement on adducted consonants holds gen-
erally across the Southern Wakashan languages (with the exception of Kyuquot;
see Rose 1981), only in Ditidaht are voiced sounds avoided after consonants (sec-
tion 3.3).

3.2. Preadducted Presence

The preceding phonotactic generalizations hold robustly, to the extent that they
productively motivate Pre-adducted Presence, an alternation where vowels are re-
tained or epenthesized before adducted consonants (Jacobsen 1971:7). A frequent
source of this alternation is underlying forms in which a suffix beginning with an
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adducted consonant follows a consonant-final stem, as in the following examples
(examples with vowel-final stems are also included for comparison):

(22) Pre-adducted Presence before suffixes:

a. qa ’ci ’cq /qa ’c- ’cq/ ‘three o’clock’
’cawaa ’cq / ’cawaa- ’cq/ ‘one o’clock’

b. ëiiwx. abs /ëiiwax. -bis/ ‘cloud’
Pučqibs /Pučq-bis/ ‘fog’

c. qaka ’cadk /qaka ’c-da;k/ ‘have three’
Pudaak /Pu-da;k/ ‘have’

d. kace ’yk /kac- ’yak/ ‘measure stick’
Pu ’yak /Pu- ’yak/ ‘use for’

That these presuffixal vowels are epenthetic is clear from their variable quality
across forms, and from the lack of vowel fusion after vowel-final stems (e.g.,
’cawaa ’cq , Pudaak , not * ’cawee ’cq , *Podaak ; section 2.2).

Pre-adducted Presence is also observed before enclitics, as in (23). Like the
suffixes in (22), the voiced consonant-initial clitics in (23a–b) are necessarily pre-
ceded by a vowel. The hardening clitics in (23c–d) produce a different pattern:
since they glottalize the last consonant of their stem (section 2.4), they force vowel
retention or epenthesis inside the stem, before the newly glottalized consonant.

(23) Pre-adducted Presence before enclitics:

Stem Cliticized

a. qax. šiň qax. šňuw /qax. -šiň=w/ ‘died (QUOT)’
waa waaw /waa=w/ ‘said (QUOT)’

b. PoPtax. PoPtx. u ’ws /Pu-Patx. = ’ws/ ‘live at (IRR)’
qwišx. saa qwišx. saa ’ws /qwiš-x. saa= ’ws/ ‘need to smoke (IRR)’

c. diidiitidq diidiitidaQ /RED-L-L-diiti;da-q=Pi/ ‘Speak Ditidaht!’
ňakiššň ňakišši ’ň /ňakiš-šiň=Pi/ ‘Stand up!’

d. huëačšň huëačši ’ňň /huëač-šiň=Paň/ ‘then started dancing’
babu ’yk babu ’ya ’kň /babu ’yak=Paň/ ‘then worked’

I propose to account for Pre-adducted Presence using the following marked-
ness constraints:

(24) a. V-ADJ: An adducted consonant is adjacent to some vowel (in its prosodic word).

b. VC′: A glottalized consonant is postvocalic (in its prosodic word).

c. VR: A voiced consonant is postvocalic (in its prosodic word).

d. VR′: A voiced glottalized consonant is postvocalic (in its prosodic word).

The following analysis will show that, while some of these constraints are cru-
cially outranked, and therefore sometimes violated, all are active in the grammar.
Further, the directional markedness constraints 〈VC′, VR, VR′〉, as defined here,
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account both for Pre-adducted Presence, and for the neutralization of glottaliza-
tion on initial voiced consonants.

Take the neutralization of glottalization on initial voiced consonants. Since
this reflects a historical deglottalization, alternations showing synchronic deglot-
talization are hard to find. However, baa ’biiqs ‘older sibling’ may be such a case,
since its Tseshaht cognate ’maa ’miiqsu indicates an underlying initial / ’b/.

I motivate the neutralization to initial /b/ by ranking VR′ (the markedness
constraint that requires that a voiced glottalized consonant be postvocalic) over
IDENT(cgl), a member of the IDENT constraint family (McCarthy and Prince
1995) that enforces faithfulness to underlying glottalization. Voiceless conso-
nants, on the other hand, do contrast for glottalization initially, indicating that
IDENT(cgl), in turn, outranks VC′ (the markedness constraint that requires that a
glottalized consonant be postvocalic) (25).

(25) Glottalization is neutralized initially only on voiced consonants:

/ ’baa ’biiqs/ ‘older sibling’ VR′ IDENT(cgl) VC′

+ a. baa ’biiqs *

b. ’baa ’biiqs *! *

/’tabaa/ ‘break song’ VR′ IDENT(cgl) VC′

c. tabaa *!

+ d. ’tabaa *

Another strategy to satisfy VR′ here would be to epenthesize a vowel before
the offending consonant, as in candidate (26b). Since deglottalization is preferred
to word-initial epenthesis, I conclude that the markedness constraint ONSET also
outranks faithfulness to underlying glottalization (IDENT(cgl)).11

(26) Initial vowel epenthesis is ruled out by ONSET:

/ ’baa ’biiqs/ ‘older sibling’ ONSET IDENT(cgl)

+ a. baa ’biiqs *

b. a ’baa ’biiqs *!

Medially, on the other hand, vowel epenthesis is the preferred strategy for sat-
isfying constraints on adducted consonant sequences, since medial vowel epenthe-
sis does not risk violating ONSET. Since voiced consonants (whether plain or
glottalized) are never postconsonantal, I conclude that VR outranks DEP/V, forc-
ing epenthesis if necessary to satisfy VR, and yielding the pattern of Pre-adducted
Presence (27).

11Epenthesizing a consonant to support an epenthetic vowel (e.g., *Pa ’baa ’biiqs) is also
impossible by the general restriction on consonant epenthesis (section 2.2).
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(27) Non-initial voiced consonants force Pre-adducted Presence:

/RED-t-baPas/ ‘houses’ VR DEP/V

+ a. baatabaPs * *

b. baatbaPs **!

The relevant part of this example is the second /b/, which is repaired by epenthesis.
The fact that the first /b/ also violates VR, yet is not repaired by epenthesis or
devoicing, shows that ONSET and IDENT(voice) also outrank VR (tableau not
shown).

In contrast to non-initial voiced consonants, which always motivate Pre-ad-
ducted Presence, vowel epenthesis in the vicinity of voiceless glottalized con-
sonants is more complex. First, since voiceless glottalized consonants are not
necessarily postvocalic, I conclude that VC′ is ranked lower than DEP/V, and
therefore cannot force epenthesis (28).

(28) Voiceless glottalized consonants do not force Pre-adducted Presence:

/čič ’kawaPs/ ‘chum salmon’ DEP/V VC′

+ a. čič ’kawaPs *

b. čiča ’kawaPs *!

However, while voiceless glottalized consonants need not be postvocalic,
they must still be vowel adjacent, which sometimes requires epenthesizing a vowel.
I capture this by ranking the general constraint V-ADJ above DEP/V. Importantly,
such cases also show that the low-ranked VC′, while unable to force epenthesis,
determines that the locus of epenthesis in these cases precedes, rather than follows
the triggering consonant (29).12

(29) Voiceless glottalized consonants sometimes trigger Pre-adducted Presence:

/qa ’c- ’cq/ ‘three o’clock’ V-ADJ DEP/V VC′

+ a. qa ’ci ’cq *

b. qa ’c ’ciq * *!

c. qa ’c ’cq *! *

The preceding examples show that, while voiceless glottalized consonants re-
quire the presence of an adjacent vowel, whether this vowel precedes or follows is
subject to a number of factors. To see this, compare the cases in (30). These illus-
trate that we find voiceless glottalized consonants with following vowels when the
consonant is word-initial (30a), when the following vowel is required to support

12While this accounts for the data seen so far on the distribution of voiceless glottalized
consonants, I will find reason to reconsider the ranking of DEP/V and VC′ in section 4.3.
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a voiced consonant (30b), or when the following vowel is undeletable because it
is an strong short vowel (30c) (section 2.4). Voiceless glottalized consonants are
preceded by vowels only when a following vowel is prohibited by Final Absence
(30d) (section 2.3), or when none of these factors intervenes, and V-ADJ and VC′

work together to force Pre-adducted Presence (30e).

(30) Vowel presence next to voiceless glottalized consonants:

a. ’taaq /’taaq/ ‘real, true, straight’
b. čič ’kawaPs /čič ’kawaPs/ ‘chum salmon’
c. qaqap’ta /qaq-(b)apt=Pa/ ‘it is an alder tree’
d. susudkwi ’ň /RED-su-duk-iň=Pi/ ‘Take (someone’s) hand!’
e. qa ’ci ’cq /qa ’c- ’cq/ ‘three o’clock’

Of these five cases, VC′ is active only in the last.
To summarize this analysis of adducted consonant phonotactics, the con-

straints that I have proposed account both for Pre-adducted Presence and for
the neutralization of glottalization on initial voiced consonants. While VR′ drives
neutralization, VR drives vowel presence before voiced consonants. The general
constraint V-ADJ forces presence in the vicinity of voiceless glottalized conso-
nants — since the more specific VC′ is too low-ranked for this purpose — yet VC′

makes itself felt by preferring preceding over following vowel presence when
other priorities do not take precedence.

3.3. Phonetic and formal constraint grounding

In this final section on adducted consonant phonotactics, I address some issues
raised by the constraint set 〈V-ADJ, VC′, VR, VR′〉 used in the preceding ana-
lysis of Pre-adducted Presence. Of these constraints, V-ADJ and VC′ have only
minor effects in the analysis, and stand apart from VR and VR′ in lacking a clear
phonetic motivation. In what follows, I evaluate the phonetic and formal motiva-
tions for these constraints.

The constraints 〈VC′, VR, VR′〉 collectively require that adducted consonants
be postvocalic. In the case of voiced glottalized consonants, this may be connected
directly to these sounds’ perceptibility. Voiced glottalized consonants are preglot-
talized, usually involving mere glottal constriction rather than full closure, and
are perceptible best by their tensing and lengthening of preceding vowels (see
note 4). Their postvocalicity therefore enhances their perceptibility. As for plain
voiced sounds, one might argue that they are preferentially postvocalic in order to
make apparent their lack of glottalization, to distingush them from their glottal-
ized counterparts.

As for voiceless glottalized consonants, their glottalization is perceptible only
in their ejective release, which is therefore more perceptible on a following vowel.
The postvocalicity requirement expressed by VC′ therefore does not help to dis-
tinguish them from the plain stops. The same objection may be brought against
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V-ADJ, which does not even specify on which side an adducted consonant should
be vowel adjacent.

However, despite the lack of direct phonetic motivation for VC′ alone, the
constraint set 〈VR′, VR, VC′〉, ranked as it is in Ditidaht, respects an implica-
tion that is phonetically grounded: the consonants that depend most on preceding
vowels for their perceptibility (i.e., voiced glottalized) must be postvocalic, while
those that are the least dependent on preceding vowels (voiceless glottalized)
merely tend toward postvocalicity.

Further support that VC′ is a constraint comes from Pre-adducted Presence in
Makah (Jacobsen 1971:1–10). The following data illustrate how Makah realizes
this alternation differently from Ditidaht. As in Ditidaht, Pre-adducted Presence
in Makah requires vowels before adducted consonants. In Makah, however, this
vowel is always long, is a copy of the root vowel, and is inserted only after an
initial syllable that contains a short vowel. Last, in Makah, voiceless glottalized
consonants trigger this alternation just like other adducted consonants. The ex-
amples in (31b) show that adducted consonants later in the word do not trigger
epenthesis in Makah.

(31) Pre-adducted Presence in Ditidaht and Makah:

Ditidaht Makah

a. lake ’yk laka;yak ‘tongue’
kux. siwii kux̌su;wi; ‘hole through’
biňibňš biňi;biňš ‘rain off and on’
ëučidaak ëuču;da;k ‘married (male SUBJ)’
PaaëPaaë Paëa;Pa;ë ‘vomit repeatedly’
QaakQaak ’qaka; ’qa;k ‘whittle repeatedly’

b. PiiPiix. a ’cë PiPi;x̌ ’cië ‘have big feet’
pipicka ’kkw pipic ’kuk ‘orange’
ňeeňaawqabs ňa;ňa;waqbis ‘blood’

The relevance of Makah Pre-adducted Presence for VC′ is that voiceless
glottalized consonants trigger epenthesis as regularly as voiced consonants, sup-
porting the existence of a cross-linguistically active constraint that calls for vowels
before all glottalized consonants. (See Werle 2002 for further analysis of epenthe-
sis in Makah.)

Next, the following examples from Ditidaht, Makah, and Tseshaht illustrate
that, despite their varying phonotactic patterns, all three languages consistently
satisfy V-ADJ, requiring that adducted consonants be vowel-adjacent (32). Diti-
daht, as we have seen, requires that non-initial voiced consonants be postvocalic,
but allows voiceless glottalized consonants after consonants as long as they are
vowel-adjacent (32a). In Tseshaht, by contrast, all glottalized consonants must
be prevocalic (or, equivalently, must be onsets), but plain voiced consonants can
be codas as long as they are vowel adjacent (32b) (Stonham 1990:124, 1994:76;
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Howe and Pulleyblank 2001:65–68):13

(32) Adducted consonant sequencing restrictions in Ditidaht, Tseshaht, and Makah:

Tseshaht Ditidaht Makah

a. maatmaas baatabaPs batba;Pas ‘houses’
tiiPiis ’yak ’̌cePiikse ’yk ’̌cePi;ksyak ‘cup’
’tu’tup ’̌cas ’tu’tup ’̌cas ’tu’tup ’̌cas ‘rabbit’

b. Pa’ta Pa’t Pa’t ‘thick’
mamaë ’ni babëa ’d babaëid ‘white person’
kaka ’win kakawad kawad ‘killer whale’

These data offer additional support for V-ADJ, which is active and consis-
tently satisfied in all three languages. More fundamentally, this establishes the
existence of three phonotactic systems that single out (subsets of) the adducted
consonants in more or less arbitrary ways. I suggested above that glottalization on
voiced consonants is most perceptible on preceding vowels, while on voiceless
consonants it is most perceptible on following vowels. While vowel presence in
Ditidaht generally supports the perceptibility of glottalization on voiced conso-
nants, but not on voiceless ones, Tseshaht does the opposite. In yet a third pattern,
Makah patterns with Ditidaht, even though glottalization is not contrastive on
voiced consonants in Makah (see (31), note 13).

I take the different restrictions on adducted consonants across the Southern
Wakashan languages to support Howe and Pulleyblank’s (2001) finding concern-
ing the distribution of glottalized segments: that some phonological constraints
are grounded in phonetic ease of perception, but contrary to a strong interpre-
tation of Steriade’s Licensing by Cue (1999a, 1999b), this grounding is often
generalized to arbitrary phonological constraints. I conclude that VC′ and V-ADJ

represent purely formal requirements, in the sense that they are only indirectly
grounded in phonetic considerations.

4. VOWEL ALTERNATIONS AND FEET

In section 2.3, I proposed that Final Absence is motivated by FINAL-C, a con-
straint on the structure of prosodic words. This section presents two more cases
where prosody motivates vowel alternations, connecting the alternations Pre-VV
Presence and Medial Absence to the structure of feet. I argue that Pre-VV Pres-
ence improves the shapes of feet, while Medial Absence eliminates unfooted

13Ditidaht, Makah, and Nuu-chah-nulth differ in their inventories of voiced glottalized
segments. Ditidaht’s are / ’b ’d ’m ’n ’l ’y ’w/, and Tseshaht’s are / ’m ’n ’y ’w/. Voiced segments in
Makah are never glottalized.

Howe and Pulleyblank (2001:65–68) discuss the facts of glottal gesture timing and
glottalized consonant distribution in the Ahousaht dialect of Nuu-chah-nulth, where the
relevant facts are identical to those of Tseshaht. As in Ditidaht, voiced glottalized conso-
nants in Nuu-chah-nulth are preglottalized.
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syllables. Independent evidence for foot structure comes from stress, which shows
that Ditidaht favours iambic feet, and often leaves syllables unfooted when foot-
ing them would require stressing light syllables.

4.1. Footing and stress

I do not attempt here to execute an exhaustive analysis of Ditidaht stress. Rather,
my purpose in this section is to motivate an analysis of Ditidaht footing that sup-
ports the following points, for which stress provides the most direct evidence.
First, the ideal foot is an iamb of the shape LH́ (the abbreviations L and H rep-
resent light and heavy syllables, respectively; the acute accent represents stress).
A heavy syllable in Ditidaht is one that contains a long vowel (coda consonants
do not affect syllable weight). Second, after the initial foot, syllables are unfooted
unless they can be incorporated into LH́ or H́ feet.

The data in (33) exemplify Ditidaht’s entirely regular stress pattern. Antic-
ipating my analysis, I mark these words for primary and secondary stress (with
acute and grave accents, respectively), for feet (with parentheses), and for sylla-
bles (see section 2.2).

(33) Some stressed and footed words:

#L . . . #H . . .

a. (ňáb) ‘post’ d. (wíid) ‘go to war’

b. #LL . . . e. #HL . . .
(ba.búP) ‘basketwork’ ( ’ňúu)baQt ‘sunny’
(ka.lá)(ka.lìi) ‘ankle’ (háa)wi ’cqš ‘tell stories’
( ’ňutx.k.čáy) ‘rotten log’ (bíi)(bi.dàak) ‘scary’

c. #LH . . . f. #HH . . .
(ti.ëúup) ‘octopus’ (táa)(làa) ‘money’
(ya.yáad)qiy ‘children’ ( ’̌cíix. )(pàa)ëa ‘there are six’
(Pi.Píi) ’̌ci.baPk.’ta.qad ‘our late elders’ (yáa)(yàa)(wàax. ) ‘sore all over’

Stress placement obeys the following generalizations. First, syllables with
long vowels are always stressed. Second, syllables with short vowels are stressed
only in monosyllables (33a), and in second syllables following an initial sylla-
ble that also contains a short vowel (33b). Third, the first stress is the primary
(strongest) one.

I conclude, first, that only long vowels contribute to syllable weight, since
only syllables containing long vowels attract stress, regardless of their position in
the word.

Further, I reason that the lack of stress on later sequences of light syllables
supports an analysis under which feet in Ditidaht are iambic (i.e., right-headed),
as follows. I interpret the lack of stress on some sequences of light syllables
to indicate that failing to parse these syllables into feet is preferred to building
non-initial LL feet. Then this supports an iambic analysis, because LĹ is cross-
linguistically disfavoured as an iamb, whereas ĹL makes a fine trochee, iambs
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showing a stronger preference than trochees for stressed syllables to be heavy,
and favouring the canonical shape LH́ (Hayes 1995).

From this, I conclude that the simplest footing analysis is as follows:

(34) a. Feet are iambic, built left-to-right, main stress left.

b. Long vowels contribute to syllable weight, but coda consonants do not.

c. Initial feet can be of any of the shapes LH́, H́, LĹ, or Ĺ.

d. After the initial foot, syllables are unfooted unless they can form LH́ or H́ feet.

The relevance of footing for the rest of the analysis rests in two points. First,
this analysis suggests an explanation for the pattern of Pre-VV Presence, which
appears to prefer LH́ feet to H́ feet (section 4.2). Second, I argue that the failure
to foot many later light syllables accounts for the alternation that I call Medial
Absence (section 4.3).14

4.2. PreVV Presence

The alternation that I call Pre-VV Presence is less understood than the other alter-
nations discussed in the study. Nevertheless, I include it for its contribution to the
overall point that vowel-zero alternations improve prosodic structures. In this sec-
tion, I describe its general pattern and some problematic exceptions, and propose
an account that relates it to footing.

In Pre-VV Presence, a vowel is retained or epenthesized in a stem-final con-
sonant cluster, before an ending whose first vowel is long. Most examples that
I have observed involve the suffixes /-PeePis/ ‘going to,’ /-(kw)iië-L/ ‘make,’ and
/-šiidë-L/ ‘off and on’:

(35) Stem Plus VV ending

a. (hidíiks) (hidíi)(kisèePs) ‘going to take along’
(PuPúuks) (PuPúu)(kwisèePs) ‘going to consume’
(siqí)(dàakšň) (siqí)(dàak)(ši ’ňèePs) ‘going to cook’

b. ( ’̌capác) ( ’̌cáa)(pacìië) ‘make canoes’
(cf. ’̌cap ’ca ‘3SG is a canoe’)

(’tuPílq) (’túu)Pi(laqìië) ‘make/pick strawberries’
(lúu)lučx. q (lúu)luč(x. aqìië) ‘make/pick flowers’

c. /hadië-/ (háa)(diëšìidë) ‘shoot (bow) off and on’
(cf. hadëi ’yk ‘arrow’)

(dačóPë) (dáa)čo(Paëšìidë) ‘see from time to time’
(pisá)tidkw (píi)sati(dukšìidë) ‘run at each other repeatedly’

14Unfortunately, available space prevents executing an analysis of Ditidaht footing in
terms of constraints. However, of the constraints used in this study, only PARSE-σ would
be directly involved in such an analysis (in order to account for what forces its violation in
forms with unfooted syllables). Therefore, I think that we may safely assume that we are
missing no ranking paradoxes by skipping an OT analysis.
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I propose that Pre-VV Presence is motivated in order to improve footing.
While adding another vowel near a long vowel might seem counterintuitive, it
makes sense under the footing analysis of section 4.1: creating a light syllable
just before a heavy syllable turns an H́ iamb into an ideal LH́ iamb — for example,
(hidíi )(kisèePs) versus *(hidíik )(sèePs).

A problem with this explanation is that some stems in (35) already contain
a short vowel that could be incorporated into an LH́ foot without the presence of
another vowel — for example, unattested *(lúu)(lučx. qìië). I suggest that Pre-VV
Presence occurs in such cases because, besides creating rhythmically well-formed
feet, it improves syllables by parsing consonants as onsets instead of as codas —
such as the /x. / in (lúu)luč(x. aqìië).

Another problem for this account of Pre-VV Presence is that it fails to occur
with some endings whose first vowel is long:

(36) a. (PuPúuks) (PuPúuk)(sìiň) *(PuPúu)(kwisìiň) ‘will consume’
/Paads-/, (Páad)sas (Páad)(sìiň) *(Páa)(dasìiň) ‘will only’

b. (pu ’kúbs) (pu ’kúb)(sìiwň) *(pu ’kú)(bisìiwň) ‘become a pu ’kubs’
( ’̌cu ’̌cú)wax. së ( ’̌cu ’̌cú)(wax. sëìiwň) *( ’̌cu ’̌cú)wax. (siëìiwň) ‘become a wolf’

Nor do we observe Pre-VV Presence in words of the shape CV:CCV: whose foot
and syllable structures could conceivably be improved:

(37) (wíiq)(sìi) *(wíi)(qasìi) ‘windy’ (qáat)(qàat) *(qáa)(taqàat) ‘head’
(ňúuk)(šìid) *(ňúu)(kwašìid) ‘raven’ (’tíiš)(ckwìi) *(’tíiš)(cukwìi) ‘urine’
( ’̌cíix. )(pàaë) *( ’̌cíi)(x. apàaë) ‘six’ (sáan)(tìi) *(sáa)(nitìi) ‘Sunday’

Apparently, Pre-VV Presence happens only with some endings, and not other-
wise. Evidence for conditioning by ending rather than by stem comes from mini-
mal pairs like PuPuukwiseePs ‘going to consume’ (35a) ∼ PuPuuksiiň ‘will con-
sume’ (36a).

If an OT analysis of Ditidaht vowel alternations is to be successful, we must
identify the constraints responsible for Pre-VV Presence. An account in terms of
syllable and foot structure, as outlined above, seems promising; the chief problem
lies in explaining why only certain endings trigger the alternation. One possibility
is that it is driven by constraints indexed to a particular class of morphemes (Ito
and Mester 1999; Pater 2000). Another possibility is that the endings that trig-
ger the alternation share some morphological or prosodic domain (Czaykowska-
Higgins 1998; Shaw 2002).

However, like the problem of strong short vowels (section 2.4), I think that
a satisfactory account of Pre-VV Presence requires a better understanding of its
pattern, based on more data, and I leave this question open for future research.
Despite these drawbacks, I take this discussion to support my contention that Pre-
VV Presence improves feet and syllables.
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4.3. Medial Absence

Another alternation that I connect with footing is Medial Absence, a pattern under
which words surface with only as many short vowels as required by markedness
(as opposed to faithfulness) considerations. I distinguish it from Final Absence
because these two alternations achieve different ends: while Final Absence elimi-
nates final short vowels, I argue that the purpose of Medial Absence is to eliminate
unfooted syllables.

To grasp the effects of Medial Absence, it is instructive to compare Ditidaht
and Makah cognates. In the data in (38), vowels found in only one language or
the other are underlined. Where a Makah vowel corresponds to zero in Ditidaht,
Makah is generally conservative, whereas a vowel has been lost in Ditidaht by
Medial Absence (conversely, we sometimes find Ditidaht vowels resulting from
Pre-adducted Presence corresponding to zero in Makah).

(38) Ditidaht Makah

ëicëib ëiciëub ‘mat’
’tidiičkw ’tidi;čuk ‘rock’
hiidubë hi;dubaë ‘be born’
haawi ’cqš ha;wi ’caqš ‘tell stories’
ňata ’wa ’̌ck ňata;wa ’̌cak ‘paddle’
diidiitidq di;di;tidaq ‘speak Ditidaht’
qwiiqwiidiščq qwi;qwi;diččaq ‘speak Makah’
baabaabëa ’dq ba;ba;baëdiq ‘speak English’
kwisuuqa ’ktx. kwisu;qa ’katx. D ‘American’ / M ‘Canadian’
qaqawša ’kkw qaqawaš ’kuk D ‘wild blackberry’ / M ‘raspberry’

However, Medial Absence is not merely a historical artifact, but also a source
of synchronic alternations. The examples in (39), involving the indicative clitic
/=Pa/, illustrate the interaction between Medial Absence and Pre-adducted Pres-
ence.

(39) Stem IND.3SG Stem IND.3SG

a. čabas čabsa ‘tasty’ ’̌ca ’paë ’̌ca ’pëa ‘taste watery’
šuuwis šuuwsa ‘shoe’ PoPtax. PoPtx. a ‘live at’

b. ’custuk ’cust ’kwa ‘new’ ’̌cibpat ’̌cibp’ta ‘sedge grass’
haadaq haad ’qa ‘goose’ ’ňiiči ’ňň ’ňiiči ’ň ’ňa ‘then walked’
čakup čakw ’pa ‘man’ pipicka ’kkw pipicka ’k ’kwa ‘orange’

c. haPub haPu ’ba ‘fish, food’ wiPib wiPi ’ba ‘angry (female SUBJ)’
Poobid Poobi ’da ‘owe’ Pasab Pasa ’ba ‘dear child’
teekin teeki ’na ‘sock’ saasin saasi ’na ‘hummingbird’

The forms in (39a) represent the simplest case: following fricative-final stems
(which are not mutated by Hardening; section 2.4), the additional vowel intro-
duced by the indicative clitic (which is not deletable; section 2.4) results in Medial
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Absence of a preceding vowel. The data sets in (39b) and (39c), on the other
hand, show the effects of /=Pa/ after stems ending in hardenable sounds. Af-
ter stems ending in voiceless stops (39b), Medial Absence occurs as long as all
glottalized consonants remain vowel-adjacent, but fails otherwise (e.g., ’ňiiči ’ň ’ňa,
pipicka ’k ’kwa). After stems ending in voiced consonants (39c), absence is consis-
tently blocked by the requirement that voiced consonants be postvocalic.

I propose that Medial Absence is driven by the constraint PARSE-σ:

(40) PARSE-σ: Syllables are parsed into feet. (McCarthy and Prince 1993:160)

PARSE-σ favours Medial Absence because it reduces the number of unfooted
syllables:

(41)
/čabas=Pa/ ‘3SG is tasty’ PARSE-σ MAX/V

+ a. (čabsá) *

b. (čabá)sa *!

Another conceivable output, (čabás), though it also satisfies PARSE-σ, cannot win
here because the vowel of /=Pa/ is undeletable (tableau not shown; section 2.4).

This example also illustrates that Medial Absence deletes vowels (or prevents
them from surfacing) not necessarily because they would otherwise be unfooted
themselves, but in order to reduce the total number of unfooted syllables.

We saw in (39) that Medial Absence interacts with — indeed, is overruled
by — Pre-adducted Presence. In accordance with the generalizations on adducted
consonant sequences (section 3.1), Medial Absence is blocked when it would
otherwise make a voiced consonant postconsonantal, indicating that VR (the con-
straint requiring that a voiced consonant be postvocalic) is ranked higher than
PARSE-σ (the constraint requiring that a syllable be parsed by a foot).

(42)
/Pasab=Pa/ ‘3SG is a dear child’ VR PARSE-σ

+ a. (Pasá) ’ba *

b. (Pas ’bá) *!

The more specific VR′ (requiring that a voiced glottalized consonant be postvo-
calic) would also do for this particular example. However, the fact that Pre-adduct-
ed Presence obtains consistently before plain voiced consonants as well (sec-
tion 3.2) shows that VR (requiring that a voiced consonant be postvocalic) is the
relevant constraint here.

Medial Absence also obeys the same restrictions on the distribution of voice-
less glottalized consonants as were identified in section 3.1. Voiceless glottalized
consonants become postconsonantal by Medial Absence only as long as they are
still vowel-adjacent, as in (43a). Otherwise, Pre-adducted Presence prevents Me-
dial Absence, as in (43c). I capture this by prioritizing the vowel-adjacency of ad-
ducted consonants (V-ADJ) above the elimination of unfooted syllables (PARSE-σ).
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(43)
/čakup=Pa/ ‘3SG is a man’ V-ADJ PARSE-σ VC′

+ a. (čakw ’pá) *

b. (čakú) ’pa *!

/RED-pic-k- ’kuk=Pa/ ‘3SG is orange’ V-ADJ PARSE-σ VC′

+ c. (pipíc)ka ’k ’kwa ** *

d. (pipíck ’k) ’kwa *! * **

This recalls a ranking that I proposed as part of the analysis of Pre-adducted
Presence in section 3.2, whereby the markedness constraint requiring an adducted
consonant to be adjacent to some vowel (V-ADJ) is more highly ranked than the
faithfulness constraint that requires an output vowel to depend on an input vowel
(DEP/V); this in turn is more highly ranked than the markedness constraint re-
quiring a glottalized consonant to be postvocalic (VC′). This yields an overall
ranking of V-ADJ > > DEP/V > > VC′. Given the ranking under consideration
here, namely V-ADJ > > PARSE-σ > > VC′, it would seem that PARSE-σ and
DEP/V do the same work: they prevent vowel presence before voiceless glottal-
ized consonants, and this in spite of VC′ (because they are more highly ranked
than VC′), but not if prevented by V-ADJ (because they are ranked lower than
V-ADJ).

I conclude that it is the elimination of unfooted syllables (PARSE-σ), and
not faithfulness to output-input correspondence (DEP/V), that takes priority over
the necessity of glottalized consonant to be postvocalic (VC′). This is because
the markedness constraint PARSE-σ is needed to actively motivate absence —
whether by deletion or by failure to epenthesize — whereas the faithfulness con-
straint on output-input correspondence (DEP/V) only forbids epenthesis. Having
revised the analysis of Pre-adducted Presence in this way, we may retain the
assumption that faithfulness constraints on input-output and output-input corre-
spondence relations (respectively MAX/V and DEP/V) are uniformly low-ranked,
and do not crucially outrank any markedness constraints. Consistent with this
general claim, in order to drive epenthesis to achieve Pre-adducted Presence, the
arguments from section 3.2 still hold: the markedness constraints VR (requiring
a voiced consonant to be postvocalic) and V-ADJ (requiring an adducted conso-
nant to be adjacent to a vowel) outrank the faithfulness constraint DEP/V (which
forbids epenthesis).

In another case where two constraints do similar work, one might object that I
have motivated Final Absence by FINAL-C (the constraint requiring that prosodic
words end in consonants), but Medial Absence by PARSE-σ. Here, though, both
constraints are needed. The key difference between them is that PARSE-σ only
disfavours vowels in unfooted syllables, while FINAL-C disfavours word-final
vowels regardless of their footing. We need FINAL-C in order to eliminate final
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vowels that would otherwise be parsed into feet, as in, for example, /wik=Pi/ →
wi ’k ‘Don’t!’. Moreover, Makah exhibits Final Absence (Jacobsen 1971), but not
Medial Absence, suggesting that the two processes are motivated by different
constraints.

5. AUGMENTATIVE PRESENCE

The last alternation that I discuss is Augmentative Presence, whereby short words
are augmented to two syllables. I argue that augmentation, too, improves prosody,
and is motivated by a disyllabicity condition on prosodic words found in a partic-
ular configuration, which I provisionally call inner prosodic words.

The following data illustrate one of several interesting gaps in Ditidaht’s in-
ventory of word shapes. While one finds monosyllabic words, polysyllabic words,
and words that end in consonant clusters, there are no monosyllabic words that
end in consonant clusters (44b).15

(44) Monosyllables Disyllables Trisyllables

a. ňab ‘post’ c. waëuk ‘weak’ e. ’cawaasib ‘nine’

b. — d. ’̌ciye ’yk ‘knife’ f. ciciqidkw ‘pray’

This gap results from Augmentative Presence, which augments potential cluster-
final monosyllables to disyllables by retaining or epenthesizing a vowel inside
their final consonant cluster. Only CVC monosyllables are not augmented, lacking
a phonotactically sound locus for the presence of a second vowel. A question
that arises is what prevents CVCV. As discussed in section 2.3, Final Absence
prevents CVCV. The impossibility of augmenting CVC to either VCVC or CVCV
is analyzed later in section 5 (see the tableau in (51)).

The examples in (45) show the effects of Augmentative Presence with a vari-
ety of suffixes. For each suffix, suffix vowels are absent after a disyllabic or longer
stem, but after a monosyllabic stem, presence augments the resulting word to two
syllables.16

15The word haaps ‘hops’, presumably borrowed from English, is an exceptional cluster-
final monosyllable.

16I assume the underlying forms /Pu-Patx. /, / ’̌ci-(b)apt/ for PoPtax. , ’̌cibpat , based on
comparison with related forms, although this complicates these words’ derivations. I hy-
pothesize that .PoP.tax. ., . ’̌cib.pat. are preferred to more faithful *.Po.Patx. ., *. ’̌ci.bapt. in order
to fill a coda position after a CV root, a pattern that is also observed in the morphology of
repetitive aspect, where reduplicated CV roots get default coda consonants:

(i) Root Perfective Repetitive

a. /ti-/ tičiň tiiňtiiy ‘wipe, rub’
/qa-/ qačiň qaaňqaay ‘poke with needle’

b. /čit-/ čitšiň čiitčiit ‘(cut with) saw’
/ciq-/ ciqšiň ciiqciiq ‘speak’
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(45) a. x. adaa ’pë /x. adaa- ’paë/ ‘have a strong smell’
Pu ’paë /Pu- ’paë/ ‘smell like’

b. Paňpu ’cq /Paňpu- ’cq/ ‘seven o’clock’
buu ’caq, buu ’ciq /buu- ’cq/ ‘four o’clock’

c. dikwiiks /dikw-iiks/ ‘carry in one’s claws’
Puukwis /Pu-iiks/ ‘take along’

d. ňuuPuuwsaPtx. /ňuuPuuws-Patx. / ‘person from Clo-oose’
PoPtax. /Pu-Patx. / ‘live at’

e. taalaaksc /taalaa-(k)sac/ ‘wallet’
’̌caksac / ’̌ca-(k)sac/ ‘water container’

f. dix. apx. apt /dix. -apix. -(b)apt/ ‘grapevine’
’̌cibpat / ’̌ci-(b)apt/ ‘sedge grass’

I propose that Augmentative Presence satisfies a requirement that a prosodic
word contain at least two syllables. But can this be stated more primitively? A
natural source of such a requirement might seem to be a condition that feet be
minimally disyllabic. Then since a prosodic word contains at least one foot, it
also contains at least two syllables.

However, under the footing analysis presented in section 4.1, feet need not be
disyllabic: a single heavy syllable can be a foot. Then if the minimal word require-
ment results from a minimal foot condition, we expect no augmentation in words
whose first syllable is heavy. Yet such words are well attested in Ditidaht (46).

(46) (’túu)puk ‘happy’ (háa)daq ‘goose’
(šíi)ňuk ‘move (residence)’ (qíi)wax. ‘steelhead trout’
(qíi)čiň ‘long time’ ( ’̌cée) ’dië ‘totem pole’
( ’ňíi)čiň ‘walk’ (kwíi)yaë ‘quiet’
(páa)wic ‘nest, hive’ (qúu)Pas, (qóo)Pas ‘(First Nations) person’
(qáa)wic ‘potato’ (šúu)wis ‘shoe’

These words are stressed on their initial, heavy syllable, while their second, light
syllable is unstressed, and therefore unfooted. Yet they are not truncated to mono-
syllables by Medial Absence, though the clusters that would result are licit. It
seems, therefore, that the minimal word condition specifies disyllabicity; merely
to be a foot is insufficient.

A clue to the source of this condition comes from Variable-length Vowel
Shortening, where disyllabicity also plays a role (Swadesh and Swadesh 1933).
While some underlyingly long vowels are consistently pronounced long, the length
of variable-length vowels (transcribed underlyingly as /V;/) depends on their posi-
tion in a word. Following a pattern found throughout Southern Wakashan, variable-
length vowels are long when they occur in a first or second syllable, but short in
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third and later syllables (in Ditidaht, shortened variable-length vowels are often
subsequently deleted by Medial or Final Absence):17

(47) a. diitiidaP /diiti;da-P/ ‘Jordan River’
diidiitidq /RED-L-L-diiti;da-q/ ‘speak Ditidaht’

b. Pinuuxwišč /Pin-u;x=Pišč/ ‘small’
PiPinxwišč /RED-Pin-u;x=Pišč/ ‘small (PL)’

c. wax. ckwii /wax. -ckwi;/ ‘kicked out by significant other’
šu ’̌casckw /šu ’̌cas-ckwi;/ ‘stump’

d. ’̌cePiiks / ’̌ca-Pi;ks/ ‘drink water’
kafaQks /kafaq-Pi;ks/ ‘drink coffee’

e. saktuup /sa-(k)tu;p/ ‘animal’
quPactp /quPac-(k)tu;p/ ‘First Nations person’

Some scholars have suggested that the variable-length vowel alternation re-
sults from a condition that licenses long variable-length vowels only in the first
foot (Wilson 1986; Stonham 1990:145, 1994:132). However, this cannot be the
case, at least in Ditidaht, for the same reason that the disyllabic word minimality
condition cannot be based on the foot: variable-length vowel length is licensed
in the second syllable even when the first foot is built only over an initial heavy
syllable, as in (díi )(tìi )daP (Werle 2002:392 offers a similar argument for Makah).

Instead, I propose to explain both augmentation and shortening by reference
to a constituent larger than a foot, but (sometimes) smaller than the morphological
word: an inner prosodic word . Following Kager’s (1996) analysis of a similar
shortening process in third and later syllables in Guugu Yimidhirr, I propose that
Ditidaht always builds a prosodic word over the first one or two syllables of the
word. In words of more than two syllables, this inner prosodic word is nested
recursively inside an outer prosodic word.

This proposal enables concise descriptions of Augmentative Presence and
Variable-length Vowel Shortening by reference to the inner word. The former

17It is not clear why a suffix vowel is lost in /šu ’̌cas-ckwi;/ šu ’̌casckw, /quPac-(k)tu;p/
quPactp , instead of a stem vowel: *šu ’̌csckwii , *qoPctuup . A possibility is that this happens
in order that the adducted consonants / ’̌c P/ may be parsed as onsets. A similar pattern is
found in triconsonantal roots bearing durative aspect. Durative forms of CCC roots with a
plain second consonant may have the shapes CVCVC or CVCC (a), but to my knowledge,
those whose second consonant is adducted occur only in the shape CVCVC, parsing this
consonant as an onset (b):

(i) Root Durative Root Durative

a. /pisat-/ pisatkw ‘run’ b. /x. aPax. -/ x. aPax. k ‘bright’
/x. ux. t-/ x. ux. tak ‘know how’ /Qubaq-/ Qubaqk ‘green’
/ ’cust-/ ’custuk ‘new’ / ’keyic-/ ’keyick ‘bruise, purple’
/ ’ňicxw-/ ’ňicxwak ‘faded’ /ëiiwax. -/ ëiiwax. k ‘cloudy’
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alternation ensures that the inner word is disyllabic, as in (48a), while the latter
is driven by a condition that licenses long variable-length vowels only in inner
words (48b).

(48) a. [(búu)ft ’caq]PWd /buu- ’cq/ ‘four o’clock’

b. [ [(díi)ft (dìi)ft]PWd tidq]PWd /RED-L-L-diiti;da-q/ ‘speak Ditidaht’

Augmentative Presence and Variable-length Vowel Shortening make appar-
ent the bounds on the size of the inner word: augmentation shows that the inner
word is minimally disyllabic, while shortening shows that it is maximally disyl-
labic. I propose to express this in terms of a constraint on the size of the inner
prosodic word, defined as follows:

(49) IWd = σσ: A prosodic word that directly dominates a main stressed foot (i.e., an
inner prosodic word) contains exactly two syllables.

While I cannot state this any less stipulatively, I take it to be well motivated by
the fact that it connects the seemingly independent phenomena of augmentation
and shortening.18

In order to force augmentation, the size restriction on inner prosodic words
(IWd = σσ) must outrank the markedness constraint that syllables be footed
(PARSE-σ), and the faithfulness constraint on output-input correspondence
(DEP/V). This is because augmentation sometimes violates PARSE-σ by forc-
ing the presence of unfooted syllables, and sometime violates DEP/V by forcing
vowel epenthesis:

(50)
/Pu-iiks/ ‘take along’ IWd = σσ PARSE-σ DEP/V

+ a. [(Púu)kwis]PWd * *

b. [(Púuks)]PWd *!

However, in CVC words, the markedness constraints requiring syllables to have
onsets (ONSET) and prosodic words to end in consonants (FINAL-C) make aug-
mentation impossible. This is because these constraints forbid the initial and final
short vowels that would otherwise help to satisfy the size restriction on inner
prosodic words (IWd = σσ) (51).19

18Kager derives inner word disyllabicity in Guugu Yimidhirr using a constraint DISYLL

(McCarthy and Prince 1993:82). I use the more stipulative IWd = σσ, as the additional
analysis required to implement this condition with DISYLL raises too many ancillary issues
to address here (see Kager 1996).

19Epenthetic vowels cannot be protected by epenthesizing a consonant (section 2.2,
note 10).
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(51)
/ňab/ ‘post’ ONSET FINAL-C IWd = σσ

+ a. [(ňáb)]PWd *

b. [(ňabá)]PWd *!

c. [(aňáb)]PWd *!

As a result, only underlyingly /CVCC/ and /CVCCC/ words are augmented, be-
cause epenthesis anywhere except into clusters yields onsetless syllables or final
short vowels.

An alternative to this account of prosodic word parsing is that third and later
syllables are parsed not into a larger, recursive prosodic word, but into an adjacent
prosodic word, as in the ungrammatical forms in (52). However, assuming that
all prosodic words are subject to the same conditions on footing and stress, this
alternative incorrectly predicts, first, that short third syllables should be stressed
(52a), and second, that the first post-second syllable stress should be a primary
stress (52a–b).

(52) a. [ [(PiPín)]PWd xwišč]PWd *[(PiPín)]PWd [(xwíšč)]PWd ‘small (PL)’
[ [(díi)(dìi)]PWd tidq]PWd *[(díi)(dìi)]PWd [(tídq)]PWd ‘speak Ditidaht’

b. [ [(yáa)(yàa)]PWd (wàax. )]PWd *[(yáa)(yàa)]PWd [(wáax. )]PWd ‘sore all over’
[ [(kaká)]PWd (wadìiwň)]PWd *[(kaká)]PWd [(wadíiwň)]PWd ‘become a killer

whale’

Furthermore, if the third syllable of PiPinxwišč were a prosodic word, then it ought
to undergo Augmentative Presence, to something like *PiPinxwišič.

I therefore maintain the inner prosodic word account of Augmentative Pres-
ence.

6. CONCLUSION

This study has been concerned with several patterns of short vowel presence and
absence in Ditidaht. I showed that vowel presence and absence are determined by
considerations of surface markedness, without regard to whether or not vowels
are underlying. Four of the five patterns discussed here (Final Absence, Medial
Absence, Pre-VV Presence, and Augmentative Presence) improve the marked-
ness of prosodic structures like syllables, feet, and prosodic words, while the fifth
(Pre-adducted Presence) positions adducted consonants optimally with respect to
vowels.

In a more formal vein, I showed that an analysis in the Optimality Theory
framework makes it possible to state these observations with desirable generality.
First, the uniform disregard for vowels’ underlyingness— an apparent conspiracy
across processes — is modelled by the uniformly low ranking of two faithfulness
constraints. Patterns of vowel presence result from various markedness constraints
outranking the faithfulness constraint that requires an output vowel to have a
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corresponding input vowel (DEP/V) (53a), while absence results from various
markedness constraints outranking the faithfulness constraint that requires an in-
put vowel to have a corresponding output vowel (MAX/V) (53b).

(53) Markedness and faithfulness interactions:
a. Presence: VR, V-ADJ, IWd = σσ >> DEP/V

b. Absence: FINAL-C, PARSE-σ > > MAX/V

Various epentheses and deletions are not independent rules with no eye to their
result, but examples of the same two strategies used to satisfy a variety of surface
constraints.

Second, interactions among alternations reflect the relative prioritizations of
the markedness constraints that motivate them, requiring no additional machin-
ery beyond constraint ranking. Pre-adducted and Augmentative Presence block
Medial Absence because their motivating constraints outrank PARSE-σ (54a),
whereas Final Absence blocks Augmentative Presence because FINAL-C out-
ranks IWd = σσ (54b).

(54) Markedness interactions:
a. Presence blocks Absence: VR, V-ADJ, IWd = σσ >> PARSE-σ
b. Absence blocks Presence: FINAL-C > > IWd = σσ

Figure 1 summarizes the constraint rankings argued for in this article.

VR′ IDENT(voice) ONSET FINAL-C

IDENT(cgl) VR V-ADJ IWd = σσ

PARSE-σ DEP/V

VC′ MAX/V

UNIFORMITY

Figure 1: Constraint ranking summary

I also described, and identified as objects for future research, two patterns that
defied such neat analysis. These were Pre-VV Presence and strong short vowels.

Last, an interesting finding of the study of adducted consonant phonotactics
was that all adducted consonants are subject to constraints on their adjacency to
vowels. In cases where these constraints enforce vowel presence that does not
plausibly enhance the perception of laryngeal features, I concluded that they are
purely formal requirements.
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